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Credit Reference Agency

Knowledge of these are very helpful if you suspect 
that your identity has been stolen

In the UK there are 3 agencies:

– Experian

– Equifax

– TransUnion (was CallCredit)

All of these do similar functions to allow 
authorised companies to check information on 
consumers



  

CRA History

Originally they did little more than cross reference 
name and address.

Now they hold information about CCJs, accounts, 
bank accounts held, credit accounts and status, 
…

This data can be retrieved online by companies 
authorised to  do so to assist with deciding how 
to proceed. 



  

CRA ‘score’

Originally, each company had their own weighting 
that they gave to each piece of information. This 
gave a ‘score’ which either passed or failed the 
company’s criteria.

Now each CRA calculates a score and then uses 
this score to provide advice. However, the 
different CRA's have different scores for the 
same consumer and collect slightly different 
information.

This puts a question mark over the advertised
apps. 



  

CRA Reports

Each CRA has various different facilities to allow 
the consumer to find out about what that CRA 
knows about them.

We will look at one in some detail later.



  

Experian
Experian's free credit score. You can sign up and see your 

credit score for free but you won’t get access to your report.

Experian CrediExpert. This gives you access to your full report 
and score and is £14.99 a month after a 30-day free trial. 
You get real time access to your credit report (as opposed to 
information that’s updated monthly).

MSE's CreditClub. This gives you your Experian score and 
report for free. You get a once-a-month snapshot of your 
credit report and they can’t send you updates every time 
something changes.

They have various free reports and some paid ones. We will 
look at one later.

They also offer specialised Identity reports and Fraud alerts.

Website : experian.co.uk



  

Equifax

    ClearScore: It’s free and always will be. You'll get 
access to your full Equifax report and score, updated 
monthly, and you'll get weekly alerts if something 
changes on your report. You'll also get a free coaching 
tool to help you improve your finances, and an eligibility 
checker that tells you the likelihood of you getting 
accepted for credit cards and loans. Not only that, but 
you'll also get free dark web monitoring.

    Equifax's Credit Report and Score. This service is 
£7.95 a month, after a 30-day free trial.

Website : equifax.co.uk



  

TransUnion
    Credit Karma. You can access your TransUnion credit 

report through Credit Karma (formerly Noddle), though 
it's not as widely used by lenders as the other two 
agencies above.

    Credit Monitor. This is powered by 
MoneySuperMarket, and gives you free access to your 
TransUnion credit score.

    CheckMyFile. This site shows you your TransUnion, 
Experian and Equifax information, and it costs £14.99 
a month after a free 30-day trial.

Website : transunion.co.uk



  

Identity Theft

We received a pair of Airpods from ao.com which 
we had not ordered. We immediately contacted 
ao and they confirmed that the order had been 
made and a loan set up to pay for them.

We then contacted AO about this. They told us 
that a loan had been taken out in our name.

We then talked to the loan company and they 
agreed to investigate.

We arranged with AO for them to collect the item. 
Which they did.



  

Identity theft 2

The loan company notified us that the loan had 
been cancelled and that the CRA had been told.

While this was happening, we received a letter 
from Next saying that they had cancelled a loan 
that had set up and CIFAS (see later) had been 
notified.

In order to find out the extent of the problem we 
obtained an Experian report (see later).



  

Identity theft 3

The report shows that enquiries were made from 
Direct Line, Next, Newday (loan company for 
AO) and another companies.

I couldn’t see that Direct Line was relevant as we 
had paid the premium in full. The date was 
about the time that the new policy was required.

Next and Newday were being dealt with (the 
report was obtained  before they had made the 
necessary actions.

We contacted the other company(s) to ensure that 
no loans were outstanding. 



  

Lessons

To attempt this type of fraud, all that someone 
needs is your name, address and preferably 
your Date of Birth.

Take special care with what you let out with social 
media.



  

Social Media and Identity

Using social media has a huge potential to 
compromise your private information.

Some of this is not obvious, e.g. a 70th birthday 
party on a particular date immediately exposes 
your date of birth.

A year or 2 ago Which did an article where 
enough details of 3 or 4 people could be 
gleaned to enable their identity to be cloned.

Even a picture can be used to show that you are 
not at home.



  

Social media safety and Identity

It is therefore VITAL that you limit the people that 
can see anything other than the most trivial.

This advice extends to the people who you do 
allow to see your information. You must ensure 
that they do not forward anything, unless you tell 
them otherwise.



  

Lessons

It isn’t obvious how the fraudsters expected to 
profit from their actions. However probably a 
common scam would have been made, to try to 
collect the goods as they were ‘mis-delivered’.

Never relinquish a delivery if it has your address 
on it. Or if you have taken in a delivery for a 
neighbour whose address is on the package.



  

Clearing up Identity Theft

If Identity theft has happened any use of it must 
be dealt with, especially those having financial 
consequences.

CRAs keep a record of all checks that have been 
made with them. This will almost certainly 
include account opening (banks, credit cards 
and purchase loans).

A credit report from any of the CRAs will identify 
the institutions enquiring about this (even if the 
account was not actually opened.



  

Clearing up Identity Theft

Given the identity of the institution, it is not difficult 
 to contact them and explain what has 
happened.

It is obviously difficult to persuade them that 
identity has happened if a financial advantage 
has already happened. These queries should be 
made asap.

It may be worthwhile reporting the matter to 
CIFAS



  

CIFAS

Fraud Prevention - Protective Registration | Ci fas

This is a paid for service that helps combat 
identity thefts.

Website: https://www.cifas.org.uk/individuals

“When you request Protective Registration, we place a 
warning flag against your name and other personal 
details in our National Fraud Database. This tells any 
organisation that uses Ci fas data to pay special 
attention when your details are used to apply for their 
products or services. Knowing you're at risk, they'll 
carry out extra checks to make sure it's really you 
applying, and not a fraudster using your details.”

https://www.cifas.org.uk/individuals


  

CRA ‘Credit Score’

Each CRA has a different method of calculating 
your ‘Credit Score’. Experian the score is out of 
999; Equifax out of 1000; TransUnion out of 
700.

The credit score that they give is not the only thing 
used to calculate your ‘credit worthiness’ (in fact 
it may not be used at all.

Any facility to ‘boost’ your credit score can only 
affect your score in that CRA.



  

Experian Report

CRAs have many different types of report, some 
free, some not.

Each CRA has a different format of report

The Experian statuary report shown below has 
been redacted for our information. This report 
was free.



  

Experian Report Basic Data

This shows basic information like name, address, 
DOB. It also shows previous addresses.

It also shows ‘Financial Associations’. In this case 
my wife and I have a joint current account.



  

Experian Report Account Info

This shows the amount ‘owed’ on credit accounts 
for each month over a long period.

It also shows for each month whether the 
minimum has been paid.



  

Experian Report Checks Made
This shows what 

reference checks have 
been mad recently.

In this case there are car 
insurance checks

More importantly there 
are checks made by J 
Williams showing a 
general check and then 
the setup of an 
account. We contacted 
them to remove this 
account as it was 
fraudulent.



  

Experian Report Checks cont.

The next page shows the 
various checks made by 
Next and their loan 
company.

There is a separate 
document which 
provides a description 
of the pages in the 
report.

As we don’t have any 
CCJs etc. I don’t have 
an example of the other 
pages



  

Assistance

The CRAs provide advice both general and 
personal.

Experian: experian.co.uk/consumer/identity/what-
to-do-if-victim.html

Equifax: equifax.co.uk/resources/identity-
protection/index.html

Transunion: transunion.co.uk/consumer/credit-
education. This is more general education

The CRA websites have a lot of information about 
credit scoring and identity



  

Summary

        
As I have said before:

Don’t Panic
Just Be Careful
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